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Munich, October 19, 2020  

Siemens Energy and Bentley Systems 
introduce asset performance 
management solution for oil & gas 
operators 

• Solution combines Bentley Systems Inc.’s asset performance 

software capabilities with Siemens Energy’s oil and gas 

equipment expertise 

• Enhances equipment uptime and reliability while reducing 

maintenance costs and safety risks 

 

 

Siemens Energy and Bentley Systems, Inc. (Bentley) have announced a 

joint solution that delivers intelligent analytics derived from domain 

experience to reduce operating expenditures associated with oil and gas 

assets. The new service, known as Asset Performance Management for 

Oil & Gas, or APM4O&G, incorporates key complementary offerings from 

both companies to help operators enhance asset performance, eliminate 

downtime, and reduce maintenance costs.  

The APM4O&G solution combines Bentley’s advanced asset performance 

software capabilities (AssetWise) with Siemens Energy’s technology and 

service expertise to empower operators to improve maintenance 

operations and planning.  

The solution, part of Siemens Energy’s Omnivise digital solutions 

portfolio, supports maintenance activities across several assets, including 
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onshore compressor stations and gas processing plants, as well as 

offshore production platforms and floating production, storage, and 

offloading (FPSO) vessels.   

The APM4O&G solution adopts smart, condition-based strategies based 

on predictive analytics to optimize maintenance schedules in compressor 

stations and gas processing plants, helping extend asset life and keeping 

maintenance costs down. Offshore, the solution helps operators reduce 

logistics costs associated with unplanned maintenance activities. 

Operators can also make the best use of limited laydown and storage 

areas offshore by holding just the right spare stock based on risk-based 

maintenance strategies.  

In addition to monitoring assets, the APM4O&G Solution can run 

powerful diagnostics and risk analysis scenarios that further optimize 

plant uptime, including failure mode effect analysis, an operational 

health index of equipment, and a remaining useful life estimate for an 

individual component or a whole system.  

“APM for oil and gas is the latest example of how our strategic alliance 

with Bentley is driving value for our customers,” said Laura Anderson, 

Head of Siemens Energy Services Controls & Digitalization business. 

“Through our combined offerings and expertise, the APM4O&G solution 

will help our customers manage maintenance costs, improve equipment 

reliability, minimize the risks of lost-time Incidents and serious injuries, 

and increase the performance and availability of their oil and gas 

production and processing infrastructure.”  

The introduction of the APM4O&G solution follows the successful launch 

of an APM solution for power plants, announced by Siemens Energy and 

Bentley Systems in 2018.  
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“We’re excited to continue our strategic partnership with Siemens Energy 

to lower the risks and costs associated with maintaining the operations-

critical infrastructure,” said Greg Bentley, CEO, Bentley. “Once again, our 

collaborative efforts, combined with advances in IoT, smart system 

diagnostics, and performance digital twins, are helping owner-operators 

reach new levels of efficiency and performance with their oil and gas 

assets.”  

This press release and further material is available at 

https://bit.ly/34VrRc9  

 

For further information on Siemens Energy, please see  

www.siemens-energy.com 

 

For further information on Asset Performance Management for Oil & Gas 

(APM4O&G), please see https://bit.ly/3jZiUF9  

 

For more information on Siemens Energy Omnivise digital services 

portfolio, please see https://bit.ly/3dp46gx  

 

For more information on Bentley System’s AssetWise, visit: 

https://www.bentley.com/en/products/brands/assetwise 

 

Follow us on Twitter at: www.twitter.com/siemens_energy 

 

Siemens Energy is one of the world’s leading energy technology companies. The 

company works with its customers and partners on energy systems for the future, thus 

supporting the transition to a more sustainable world. With its portfolio of products, 

solutions and services, Siemens Energy covers almost the entire energy value chain – 

from power generation and transmission to storage. The portfolio includes conventional 

and renewable energy technology, such as gas and steam turbines, hybrid power plants 

operated with hydrogen, and power generators and transformers. More than 50 percent 

of the portfolio has already been decarbonized. A majority stake in the listed company 

Siemens Gamesa Renewable Energy (SGRE) makes Siemens Energy a global market leader 

for renewable energies. An estimated one-sixth of the electricity generated worldwide is 

based on technologies from Siemens Energy. Siemens Energy employs 91,000 people 

worldwide in more than 90 countries and generated revenue of around €29 billion in 

fiscal year 2019. www.siemens-energy.com. 
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